Chapter 3: Natural Heritage Values
This chapter describes the outstanding natural heritage features of the South Saskatchewan
River and the Saskatchewan River which are being nominated as a Canadian Heritage River.
An assessment of the natural features will outline the value that the South Saskatchewan and
Saskatchewan Rivers will bring to the Canadian Heritage River System.
The information is organized according to the format provided in A Framework for the Natural
Values of Canadian Heritage Rivers, 2nd Edition, 2001.

3.1 Description of Natural Heritage Values
Theme 1: Hydrology
Drainage Basins
The three major tributaries of the South Saskatchewan River (the Red Deer, Bow and the
Oldman Rivers) originate in the eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains in Alberta and provide
over 90% of the water in the South Saskatchewan River. These rivers bring fresh water from
the mountains to the semi-arid plains of Alberta and Saskatchewan. The South Saskatchewan
River begins at the confluence of the Bow and Oldman Rivers west of the City of Medicine Hat,
Alberta. The third major tributary, the Red Deer River, joins the South Saskatchewan River just
east of the interprovincial boundary.
The Swift Current Creek is the only other significant tributary to enter the South Saskatchewan
River before it joins the North Saskatchewan River east of the City of Prince Albert to form the
Saskatchewan River. The Saskatchewan River flows northeast across the SaskatchewanManitoba border into Lake Winnipeg and eventually into Hudson Bay via the Nelson River.
The South Saskatchewan River sub-basin has a gross drainage area of 59,500 km2 , but
when combined with the main tributaries, the basin covers an area of 163,800 km2. The
Saskatchewan River below the confluence or “Forks” of the South Saskatchewan and North
Saskatchewan Rivers has an additional drainage basin area of 81,700 km2. The Saskatchewan
River system from the mountains to Lake Winnipeg is approximately 1,940 km in length, making
it the fourth longest river in North America.
The South Saskatchewan/Saskatchewan River joins the Nelson River before flowing into
Hudson Bay. The Hudson Bay drainage basin covers about 38.6% of Canada’s surface area.

Seasonal Variation
The seasonal flow of the South Saskatchewan River has been dramatically altered by manmade dams and diversion projects. Under natural conditions, flows in the South Saskatchewan
River would peak in July when snow melt from the mountains reached the Prairies. There was
a smaller peak in April-May as the runoff accumulated from local spring runoff. Much lower
flows were experienced during the November to March period.
Since the completion of the Gardiner and Qu‘Appelle Dams in 1967, which formed Lake
Diefenbaker, the flows downstream of the Gardiner Dam have been somewhat reduced. The
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flow is consistent throughout the year because in winter water is released from the Gardner
Dam to generate power. During the summer flows are significantly held back to recharge
the reservoir. The overall decrease in the river flow can be attributed to upstream irrigation
development, evaporation from Lake Diefenbaker, and diversions down the Qu’Appelle Valley
for municipal water supplies, industrial and agricultural uses, and lake-level stabilization
purposes.
The figure below, (Figure 3.2) prepared by the Partners For the Saskatchewan River Basin,
illustrates the impact of the South Saskatchewan River Project on the seasonality of the river
flow. Flows in the South Saskatchewan River below Gardiner Dam peak in January and
February when electrical power needs are the greatest.

Figure 3.2 Effects of River Regulation Downstream of Gardiner Dam, (From the Mountains to the
Sea-the State of the Saskatchewan River Basin Report. PFSRB 2009)

Figure 3.3 Median Monthly Naturalized Flow for Saskatchewan River at The Pas. (From the
Mountains to the Sea-the State of the Saskatchewan River Basin Report. PFSRB 2009)
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Water flows in the Saskatchewan River downstream of the Forks, near Prince Albert, more
closely resemble the natural flow pattern of high summer peaks and low winter flows because
the North Saskatchewan River does not have a major hydroelectric project and therefore,
the uncontrolled flow somewhat mitigates the impact of the Gardiner Dam. Downstream of
the Forks on the Saskatchewan River, the François Finley Dam (Codette Lake) and the E.B.
Campbell Dam (Tobin Lake) are much smaller reservoirs than Lake Diefenbaker and take much
less water to refill. Consequently, Saskatchewan River flows near and past the Manitoba border
display evident, but subdued seasonal patterns (Figure 3.3).

Water Content
Data from four sampling stations and field observations on the nominated section of the
South Saskatchewan and Saskatchewan Rivers from 1990 to 2006 arrived at the following
conclusions:
• In terms of “physical properties” the rivers are classified as having a moderate sediment load,
averaging 10.77 NTUs (Nephelometric Turbidity Units).
• The chemical content of the river water averages 339.31 mg/litre putting the river in the high
dissolved solids category. The water is slightly alkaline with an average pH of 8.3 in the main
stream.
Values were calculated from raw surface water quality data received from the water quality
database of the Saskatchewan Ministry of Environment (Water Quality Monitoring Data, 2009).

River Size
The South Saskatchewan River from the confluence of the Bow and Oldman Rivers to
the confluence with the North Saskatchewan River is 998 km long. The length of the
Saskatchewan River from the Forks to Lake Winnipeg is 642 km. Together the two rivers total
1,640 km in length.
The Prairie Provinces Water Board administers a water sharing agreement, known as the
Master Agreement on Apportionment, to divide the natural flow of the South Saskatchewan
River between Alberta and Saskatchewan and the natural flow of the Saskatchewan River
between Saskatchewan and Manitoba. According to the Master Agreement, Alberta has the
right to divert or store 2,589,000 dam3 (cubic decametres) but cannot reduce the flow of the
South Saskatchewan River upstream of the confluence with the Red Deer River to less than
42.5 m3 per second. On average, Alberta delivers 78 percent of the combined natural flow of
the South Saskatchewan and Red Deer Rivers to Saskatchewan. The median annual flow in
the South Saskatchewan River downstream of the Red Deer River confluence is 8,661,000
dam3.
The Master Agreement also stipulates that Saskatchewan pass 50% of the natural flow received
from Alberta plus half of the natural flow originating in Saskatchewan on to Manitoba. The
average flow at the Manitoba border was 564 m3 /second in the ten-year period between 1998
and 2008 but varied significantly (from 321 m3 per second in 2002 to 959 m3 /second in 2005).
Both the South Saskatchewan and Saskatchewan Rivers are categorized as large rivers.
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Theme 2: Physiography
Physiographic Region
The South Saskatchewan and Saskatchewan Rivers lie within the Prairies physiographic region
of Canada. The Saskatchewan Representative Areas Network has identified eleven ecoregions
in the province. The South Saskatchewan River runs through four of these ecoregions,
including the Mixed Grassland, Moist Mixed Grassland, Aspen Parkland, and Boreal Transition.
The Saskatchewan River originates at the confluence of the South and North Saskatchewan
Rivers in the Boreal Transition ecoregion and enters the Mid-boreal Lowland halfway between
the Forks and the Manitoba border. The South Saskatchewan/Saskatchewan River Valleys
display excellent representative examples of the natural features of these five distinct
ecoregions.

Geological Processes
The near-surface bedrock of the prairies was formed by sedimentation in the epeiric seas of the
North American continent during the Cretaceous Period. The chemical and organic sediments
are rich in limestone, dolomite, and fossil fuels. Several periods of glaciation deposited
glacial drift over the sedimentary bedrock of the prairie region. The retreat of the most recent
continental glacier (the Laurentide ice sheet of the Wisconsin glacial stage) left the surficial
landscape we see today.
There are many features within the nominated river basins that reflect glacial transport,
deposition, and erosion. These include moraines, drumlins, erratics and eskers throughout the
basins of the South Saskatchewan and Saskatchewan Rivers. Abundant layers of clay and silt
deposited in post-glacial lakes are commonly overlain by sand and gravel deposited by flowing
water. The South Saskatchewan River Valley was greatly affected by large volumes of glacial
meltwater.
At one time the South Saskatchewan River flowed eastward down the Qu’Appelle Valley, one
of the largest meltwater channels in North America. The valley likely became dammed by ice,
near the Village of Elbow, and forced the water to flow to the north, creating a new channel for
the South Saskatchewan River.
Sand dunes formed by wind deposition occur in localized areas of the South Saskatchewan
River basin.
The Saskatchewan River Delta, the largest inland delta in North America, was initiated when the
post-glacial Saskatchewan River flowed into glacial Lake Agassiz.

Hydrogeology
From the Alberta border to the confluence with the North Saskatchewan River, the South
Saskatchewan River passes through the following bedrock formations: Lea Park/Milk River
Formation (marine shale and muddy sandstone), Belly River Formation (siltstone and
mudstone), Bearpaw Formation (grey claystone, shale and siltstone) and the Lea Park
Formation once again. Porous sandstone is present in almost all formations.
The bedrock underlying the Saskatchewan River below the Forks includes the above materials
but also includes the Ashern and Interlake formations which contain dolostone and dolomitic
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shale as well as quartzite, and mudstone near the Manitoba border. Impermeable bedrock is
not present along the South Saskatchewan or Saskatchewan Rivers.
The surficial geology of the South Saskatchewan and Saskatchewan Rivers is a mixture of
unconsolidated materials which vary in size from fine silt to large boulders. Within the river
beds, water action creates sandy flats and gravel bars and carries finer materials downstream to
be deposited in reservoirs and deltas.

Topography
According to the digital elevation maps, near the Saskatchewan/Alberta boundary, the
nominated section of the river has an average elevation of about 580 m above sea level. At
the confluence of the North and South Saskatchewan Rivers, elevation is approximately 400
m, demonstrating that channel gradient in the South Saskatchewan River at this portion of
the river is fairly small with a total change of 180 m elevation over a length of 680 km for a
gradient of about 0.27 m per km. From the confluence, elevation slowly decreases along the
Saskatchewan River to an average elevation of 260 m near the boundary of Manitoba (an
additional 140 m of elevation change) over a length of 320 km, making for a gradient of 0.44 m
per km. Therefore, there is a total change in elevation of 320 m for the entire nominated portion
of the river (580 m - 260 m of elevation change). With a length of 1000 km, this makes for a
total average gradient of 0.32 m per km, which puts the nominated section of the river into the
“shallow gradient” category. Two-thirds of the nomination river section is at an elevation of more
than 400 m, starting with the South Saskatchewan from the boundary of Saskatchewan and
Alberta to a point about 100 km upstream of the Tobin Lake Reservoir. After the confluence of
the North and South Saskatchewan Rivers, gradients in the Saskatchewan River are steeper,
with the nominated section from Tobin Lake to the boundary of Manitoba and Saskatchewan
being in the elevation range of about 260 to 380 m about sea level. This puts the nominated
section of the river into two categories for elevation, 0-400 m above sea level, and 400-1000 m
above sea level, with the majority of the river being in the 400-1000 m above sea level category.

Theme 3: River Morphology
Valley Types
The South Saskatchewan River Valley has
a wide flood plain base with concave walls
typical of post-glacial meltwater channels.
The existing river bed meanders across the
wide flood plain and gradually becomes
more deeply incised as the soft underlying
sediments are eroded. An interfluve is the
region of higher land between two rivers that
are in the same drainage basin. Interfluves
are peaked and subject to slope failure.
The appropriate category for the South
Saskatchewan River Valley is category 7:
peaked interfluves and significant floodplain.
In some areas, the South Saskatchewan

Figure 3.4. Meandering channel form of the South
Saskatchewan River (photo courtesy of Google
Earth)
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River has only narrow floodplains between high
embankments. The Saskatchewan River Valley is
similar except in the Saskatchewan River Delta where
there is no discernable valley present.

Channel Patterns
Between
the Alberta/
Saskatchewan
boundary and
Lake Diefenbaker,
the channel is
‘branching’ and
‘meandering’ (see
Figures 3.4).

Figure 3.6. “Sinuous Pattern”
(photo courtesy of Google Earth)

Downstream from Figure 3.5. Braided channel and Pike
Lake (photo courtesy of Google Earth)
Gardiner Dam
and south of the
City of Saskatoon the channel is meandering and braided
(see Figure 3.5). Two oxbow lakes are present including
Pike Lake, where Pike Lake Provincial Park is located and
water from the river is pumped to stabilize the lake level.

North of Saskatoon, where the glacial till is
coarser and less prone to erosion, the channel
takes on a more sinuous pattern (see Figure
3.6).
Below the confluence of the South and North
Saskatchewan Rivers, the Saskatchewan River
has a meandering pattern that continues to
Codette Lake, above the François Finlay Dam.
The Saskatchewan River splits into numerous
smaller channels when it reaches the
Saskatchewan River Delta, many of which rejoin Figure 3.7. Saskatchewan River Delta (photo
courtesy of Google Earth)
to form anastomosed networks. (see Figure
3.7).
The only natural lakes in the Saskatchewan River valleys are two flood plain lakes south of
Saskatoon. Numerous shallow and marshy lakes occur in the Saskatchewan River Delta
(Cumberland Lake is the largest).
Artificial elongated lakes have been formed behind the three dams.
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Channel Profile
The most appropriate description for the South
Saskatchewan and Saskatchewan Rivers would
be flatwater. Whitewater in its usual interpretation
does not exist in either the South Saskatchewan
or Saskatchewan Rivers. Riffles are encountered
where shallow swift running water crosses
submerged sand and gravel bars. There are no
natural cataracts, whirlpools, chutes or waterfalls on
these rivers, although there are small rapids below Figure 3.8. The Saskatchewan River Delta.
the EB Campbell Dam on the Saskatchewan River. North America’s largest inland Delta (photo
courtesy of Ducks Unlimited Canada)

Fluvial Landforms
The South Saskatchewan and Saskatchewan Rivers contain many depositional landforms
including deltas, braiding throughout most of the rivers’ length, levees (especially in the
Saskatchewan River Delta), and oxbows south of Saskatoon and abandoned river meanders
throughout.
Erosional landforms are also found along the river
valleys. Intermittent streams and tributaries have
formed numerous gullies in the soft glacial materials
along both rivers. Undercuts on outside bends which
lead to slumping are very common. There are also
examples of slumping higher up on the valley walls as
well as terraces from earlier floodplains.

Figure 3.9. Typical Wetland (photo
courtesy of Ducks Unlimited Canada)

The South Saskatchewan River has created a gorge
north of Saskatoon where the river is deeply incised.
The steep banks here rise nearly vertical up to 10 to
15 metres above the river. Undercuts and slumps are
especially common in this area.

Theme 4: Biotic Environment
Aquatic Ecosystems
High sediment load, variable discharge and high species diversity in the South Saskatchewan
and Saskatchewan Rivers suggest that these are middle-order zone riverine systems. The
Saskatchewan River Delta would be categorized as a lowland zone where sediment deposition,
fine sediment substrate, and high species diversity occur.
The reservoir lakes-Diefenbaker, Codette and Tobin- are examples of prairie metamorphic lakes
where the productivity of the aquatic ecosystem is the foundation of a thriving sport fishery.
Cumberland Lake in the Saskatchewan River Delta is shallow and warm with high organic
content and low oxygen levels. This lake and other smaller water bodies in the Delta are
eutrophic. There are no estuarine systems on these rivers.
Within the South Saskatchewan and Saskatchewan River valleys, the common wetlands would be
former meander scars regenerated by spring runoff, river floods and seepage from the main channel.
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The most significant wetland is the Saskatchewan River Delta overlapping the boundary of
Saskatchewan and Manitoba. This delta, the largest inland delta in North America, has a
variety of wetlands including fens, marshes and bogs. These wetlands are sustained by both
natural and artificial levees and water control structures managed by Ducks Unlimited Canada.
The Saskatchewan River Delta is 190 km long, 9,950 km2 in area, and divided into parts
separated by a glacial moraine known as the The Pas Moraine. The upper delta, is located
mainly in Saskatchewan and is more than double the
size of the lower delta, which is located entirely in
Manitoba east of The Pas.

Terrestrial Ecosystems
The South Saskatchewan River is located
predominantly within the Prairies Ecozone. Only the
most northerly 100 km is located within the Boreal
Plains Ecozone. The Saskatchewan River is located Figure 3.10. Saskatchewan Prairie (photo
courtesy of Ducks Unlimited Canada)
completely within the Boreal Plains Ecozone.

Theme 5: Vegetation
Short and tall grass prairie dominated the landscape of the Western Plains before European
settlement. The landscape of the flat uplands is now almost completely dominated by crop
production and livestock grazing. The remnants of the natural vegetation exist only in the steep
slopes of river valleys of the Saskatchewan and Qu’Appelle rivers and their tributaries and a few
protected areas.
The South Saskatchewan and Saskatchewan River Valleys sustain a tremendous number
and diversity of native plants. Between 1969 and 1974, 100 “Natural Areas” were identified in
Saskatchewan by the International Biological Programme (IBP). Six of these natural areas are
along the South Saskatchewan River, including four in the Mixed Grassland ecoregion.
Of special interest is the Matador Grassland on the north side of Lake Diefenbaker adjacent to
Saskatchewan Landing Provincial Park. This site is the largest remnant of the Wheat grassJune grass grassland type in Canada, is one of five Natural Sites of Canadian Significance in
Saskatchewan identified by Parks Canada, and is of international significance as a grasslands
research centre.
Yorath Island, just south of the City of Saskatoon, has the most northerly cottonwood forest in
North America. Cottonwood forests grow mainly on the riparian floodplains of large rivers in the
plains region of North America.
No rare aquatic or riparian plants or species at risk in Canada have been found along the South
Saskatchewan or Saskatchewan Rivers. However, there are many plants considered to be
regionally rare.
The Conservation Data Centre has identified four species of vascular plants that the Committee
on the Standards of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COEWIC) has listed as threatened and
two species listed as endangered.
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Threatened species of vascular plants are:
Dalea villosa var. villosa (Hairy Prairie Clover)
Halimolobos virgata (Slender Mouse-Ear Cress)
Chenopodium subglabrum(Smooth Arid Goosefoot)
Tradescantia occidentalis (Western Spiderwort)
The two species classified as endangered are:
Tripterocalyx micranthus (Small-flowered Sand-verbena)
Cryptantha minima (Small Cryptanthe)
There are 28 other vascular plants that are considered regionally rare.
Three IBP sites have been identified on the Saskatchewan River. Anderson Island, declared
a “Protected Area” under the Parks Act in 1986 in the Saskatchewan River Delta, supports a
mature stand of trembling aspen, balsam poplar and white spruce over 170 years old.
A large area in the Delta area is recognized by IBP for its levee plant communities, lake margin
communities (fens and swamps), floating aquatic plants and bogs.

Theme 6: Fauna
The South Saskatchewan River Valley provides a significant wildlife corridor for the movement
of animals between the prairie and the boreal forest.
In terms of animal and plant communities, the Saskatchewan River Delta is of national
significance. There are over 120 species of birds, 43 species of mammals, 48 species of
fish, and six species of amphibians and reptiles. The population of waterfowl alone has been
estimated at 500,000.

Table 3.1 List of Threatened Animals
Of Special Concern

Threatened

Endangered

Canada Warbler
Common Nighthawk
Loggerhead Shrike
Redhead Woodpecker
Sprague’s Pipit

Ord’s Kangaroo Rat
Swift Fox
Burrowing Owl
Mountain Plover
Piping Plover
Western Screech Owl
Whooping Crane

Mammals
Birds

Invertebrates
Fish
Amphibians

Ferruginous Hawk
Golden Eagle
Horned Grebe
Long-billed Curlew
Peregrine Falcon
Rusty Blackbird
Short-eared Owl
Yellow Rail
Monarch Butterfly

Lake Sturgeon
Great Plains Toad

Short-Horned Lizard
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The eastern portion of Lake Diefenbaker is significant for supporting the largest population of
nesting Piping Plovers in North America (3.5% of the world’s population of Piping Plovers). The
west end of Lake Diefenbaker is well known for the spectacular numbers of migratory waterfowl
each fall.
Table 3.1 lists rare animal species found along the South Saskatchewan and Saskatchewan Rivers.

3.2 Assessment of Natural Heritage Values
The South Saskatchewan River and the Saskatchewan River meet the selection guidelines for
the Natural Values of Canadian Heritage Rivers. However; they cannot be designated on the
basis of their natural values because the flows are artificially controlled by dams.
The South Saskatchewan and Saskatchewan Rivers are located within the Prairies
Physiographic Region which is not currently represented in the Canadian Heritage Rivers
System.

Selection Guidelines for Natural Heritage Values
Outstanding Canadian natural heritage
values will be recognized when a river
environment meets one or more of the
following guidelines:

Guideline 1. Is an outstanding
example of river environments
as they are affected by the major
stages and processes in the earth’s
evolutionary history which are
represented in Canada.

Figure 3.11. Yorath Island (photo courtesy of
Meewasin Valley Authority).

The South Saskatchewan and Saskatchewan Rivers present two very different representations
of the process of glaciation, which have significantly shaped much of Canada, particularly in
the nation’s recent evolutionary history. The glacial period of the Wisconsin Age is responsible
for most of the unique land forms in the Prairie Provinces by providing material for sand dunes
in central Saskatchewan, till for the hills and moraines in the grasslands, eskers, drumlins,
and kettle lakes in the boreal forest, and by creating the broad, rolling plains so well known
in the prairies. It is through this post-glacial landscape that the South Saskatchewan and
Saskatchewan Rivers flow, connect, and shape the environment, and the impact of glaciation
is still prevalent in the riverine environments of both systems. The South Saskatchewan River
floodplain presents outstanding evidence of post-glacial meltwater scour which formed a broad
channel through which the river now meanders south of Saskatoon. In the Saskatchewan
River, perhaps the most outstanding evidence of post-glacial landscape evolution is the
Saskatchewan River Delta, which formed as a result of deposition in a large glacial meltwater
lake (Lake Agassiz), creating a broad expanse of stratified sediment to form the largest inland
delta in North America.

Guideline 2. Is an outstanding representation of significant ongoing fluvial,
geomorphological and biological processes.
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The South Saskatchewan and Saskatchewan Rivers continue to shape the post-glacial
landscape of Saskatchewan in a myriad of ways. Perhaps the most outstanding feature of
geomorphological processes which are ongoing along the nominated section of river is the
diversity of channel forms. These create a marked progression from anastomosing, highly
channelized river formations in post-glacial flood plains of the South Saskatchewan River, to the
eroding, straight channels north of Saskatoon, and finally the meandering Saskatchewan River
which meets the Saskatchewan Delta only to form an extreme example of channel braiding
through the delta. The classic braided channels downstream of the Gardiner Dam and the
1870s avulsion that led to the development of the Saskatchewan River Delta have attracted
much scientific attention and study, including researchers from overseas.

Guideline 3. Contains along its course unique, rare or outstanding examples
of natural phenomena, formations or features.
Certainly the argument has been made that the Saskatchewan River Delta, through which
a portion of the nominated section of the Saskatchewan River flows and contributes, is an
outstanding example of an geomorphological formation which has resulted in a richly diverse
and productive biotic ecosystem. As the largest inland delta in North America (around 10 000
square kilometers in area), its formation is outstanding in rarity and size. In addition, it is also
outstanding in the productivity of its wetlands, and in its provision of ecologically significant
wetland habitat. The delta is home to over 120 species of birds, 43 species of mammals,
48 species of fish, and 6 species of amphibians and reptiles. The delta is the largest Ducks
Unlimited Canada management area in Canada.

Guideline 4. Contains along its course habitats of rare or endangered species
of plants and animals including outstanding concentrations of plants and
animals of Canadian interest and significance.
While the Saskatchewan River Delta is of particular importance in terms of providing habitat
for rare species, it is not the only habitat along the course of the nominated section of river
which contains rare plant and animal species. In addition to the delta, within which there is
a remarkable concentration of rare waterfowl (including the Sandhill Crane, and Whooping
Crane), there are other important areas of wildlife habitat along the South Saskatchewan and
Saskatchewan Rivers. These other areas include old growth riparian forests home to the
threatened Canada Warbler, Red-headed Woodpecker, and Western Screech Owl. They also
include upland grasslands which provide nesting or feeding sites for the Long-billed Curlew,
the Ferruginous Hawk, Short-eared Owl, Common Nighthawk, Loggerhead Shrike, Burrowing
Owl, and Horned Grebe. All of these birds have been documented in habitat along the South
Saskatchewan River and rely on the river itself, either directly for food or indirectly by creating
landscapes with suitable nesting grounds and protective cover.
There have also been documented occurrences of rare species such as the Monarch Butterfly,
Swift Fox, and Ord’s Kangaroo Rat in habitats within 30km of the river channel. The Great
Plains Toad, Greater Short-horned Lizard, and Lake Sturgeon have been found either directly
within or adjacent to the river channel.
Numerous aquatic and vascular plants considered regionally rare, nationally threatened, or
nationally endangered have been documented in the same habitats in which rare animal species
have been found, including 12 species of aquatic plants, and 38 species of vascular plants.
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Two outstanding examples of rare species communities found along the nominated section of
river are the population of Lake Sturgeon found in the Saskatchewan River (one of only two
rivers to support this species of sturgeon) and the piping plover population found nesting along
the eastern shores of Lake Diefenbaker, which is the largest population of Piping Plovers in
North America.

3.2.1 Natural Integrity Values
In addition to meeting one or more of the above natural heritage value guidelines, for a river to
be judged to have outstanding Canadian natural heritage value, it must meet all of the following
natural integrity guidelines:

The nominated section is of sufficient size to include significant representations
of all of the natural processes, features, or other phenomena which give the river
its outstanding natural value;
The nominated portion of the South Saskatchewan and Saskatchewan Rivers contains
significant examples of geomorphic processes, landforms, and plant and animal communities.
By including the entire portion of the South Saskatchewan and Saskatchewan Rivers that lie
within the province of Saskatchewan, this nomination ensures that the nominated section is of
sufficient length to include all aspects and characteristics on which nomination is based.

The nominated section includes those ecosystems components which contribute
significantly to the provision of habitat for species in need of protection;
All rare plant and animal species that are either regionally rare or submitted for protection under
the Species at Risk Act of Canada and that are mentioned in this report have been documented
as occurring either directly within the river channel of the nominated section, or within 30km of
the nominated section. In addition, the habitats on which these rare species rely are directly
connected to the nominated portion of the river, either hydrologically or topographically. For
example, alkaline bogs are created by underground springs which come to the surface along
the river bank and drain into the South Saskatchewan River (and are found in the nominated
section). Oxbow lakes and adjacent marshes are created by isolated river channels as the
South Saskatchewan River meanders north and south of Saskatoon. The Cumberland marshes
are fed by the Saskatchewan River and comprise a major portion of the Saskatchewan River
Delta. Riparian forests which house rare bird species are found within the river valley along the
South Saskatchewan and Saskatchewan River nominated sections, and uplands with rare plant
or animal species are found at the top of banks along the nominated portions of the river. The
nominated section of river itself creates the habitat on which rare species rely, or houses the
aquatic ecosystems on which rare species rely. Therefore the river creates, or is a significant
portion of, the ecosystems which provide habitat for the rare plant and animal species
mentioned in this report.
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There are no human-made impoundments within the nominated section;
There are several anthropogenic impoundments found along the nominated section of river,
including the Qu’Appelle, Gardiner, Francois Finlay, and E.B. Campbell dams, and the City of
Saskatoon Weir.

The water in the nominated section is uncontaminated to the extent that its
natural aquatic ecosystem is intact; and
The natural ecosystems of the South Saskatchewan and Saskatchewan Rivers, along the
nominated section of river, have been affected by anthropogenic changes. Man-made
impoundments and effluents have impacted the natural ecosystems; however the extent of
that impact is subject to debate. Certainly there has been some impact in terms of increases
in nutrient content in the river due to sewage effluent and runoff from agricultural production.
There has also been an increase in heavy metal contamination from industrial effluent,
flooding caused by dam reservoirs, and the existence of pulp and paper mills that were
historically located on the nominated portion of river. However, critical ecosystem function
remains intact, as signified by water quality which is well within water quality standards for the
Province of Saskatchewan, and the presence of higher organisms which rely on ecosystem
function, such as fish and aquatic invertebrates. In fact, it can be argued that in some cases
aquatic ecosystem function has been enhanced by the creation of reservoirs, such as Lake
Diefenbaker, which provide significant spawning habitat for major fish species.

The natural aesthetic character of the nominated section is free of, or not
adversely affected by, human developments.
Any river system which travels through areas of human development will be affected by that
development, often adversely. As the nominated portion of river flows through areas of dense
agricultural production and industrial and urban development, it is likely that the river system
has been impacted by that development. However, the natural aesthetics of the nominated
portion of river has been well protected by the creation of several provincial and regional parks
and wildlife reserves along its length. In addition, the largest urban development along the
nominated portion, Saskatoon, has established a conservation authority to protect the river
aesthetics from the negative impacts of urban development. This responsibility is assigned to
the Meewasin Valley Authority whose mandate is to balance natural conservation with human
development. As a result of the creation of such protected areas, the nominated portion of river
not only retains its natural aesthetic, but the enjoyment of its natural ecosystems is encouraged
and enhanced by such parks and preserves.
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Figure 4.1 Recreational Values Map
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